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Building secure
organisations
Cyber risks represent one of the greatest
threats that organisations are currently
facing, while a shortage of qualified staff
is compounding the challenge. To help
fight this threat, Advanced Cyber Security
Services have become an effective and
highly valued option for companies.
Given that companies cannot prevent all
cyber incidents, they need to be secure,
vigilant and resilient. Cyberattackers have
already breached many organisations
without their knowledge. Realistically

assessing your organisation’s changing
risk profile is therefore critical, to help
determine what levels and types of cyber
risk are acceptable. Deloitte’s Cyber Risk
professionals around the world can guide
you on that journey, and help you to
transform your organisation into a place
where risk powers performance. Adopting
this secure, vigilant and resilient approach
to cyber is a key step towards helping
leaders to continue driving performance in
their organisations while staying safe.

Strategy

• Cyber Risk Management & Compliance
• Cyber Training, Education & Awareness
• Cyber Strategy, Transformation & Assessment

Secure
Infrastructure protection
Vigilant

•
•
•
•

Resilient

• Cyber Crisis Management
• Cyber Wargaming

Vulnerability Management
Application Protection
Identity & Access Management

Advanced Threat Readiness & Preparation
Cyber Risk Analytics
Security Operations Centre
Threat Intelligence & Analytics

Information Privacy
& Protection

Secure
We focus on establishing effective controls around
the organization’s most sensitive assets and balancing
the need to reduce risk, while enabling productivity,
business growth and cost optimization objectives.
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Infrastructure
Protection
Challenges
Hyper-connectivity is creating a new
era for cyber infrastructure. Ever more
connected devices pose new cybersecurity
challenges for public and private-sector
organizations as the volume of threats to
their infrastructure rises.
Devices connected to corporate
infrastructures need continuously to
acquire, store and use large amounts of
data,a significant proportion of which will
be sensitive. Protecting this data against
cyber-attack is of paramount importance.
Today’s smart cybersecurity protects data
by using secure data platforms, clear data
governance and smart access protocols
such as electronic finger printing.
The development of new technologies will
drive exciting innovations in Smart Cities,
Smart Factories and the Internet of Things
(IoT) as communication and automation
control become ubiquitous.

How we can help
Deloitte has developed a set of services that
comprehensively address cybersecurity
challenges in the architecture, deployment
and maintenance of traditional and new
infrastructure and technologies.

Deloitte’s security professionals,
from diverse architecture, engineering
and operational technology
backgrounds, are experts across
the evolving infrastructure and
product landscape.

Network Strategy and
Optimization
Advise
Analyzes client infrastructure to identify
and remedy the configuration of network
components and help clients design their
network architecture into secure zones.

Key solutions

Anti-DDoS Attacks
Advise | Manage
Analyzes organizations’ readiness to
defend themselves against Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. We
provide cloud-based anti-DDoS protection
for infrastructures, websites and DNS
servers.

IoT Strategy, Roadmap and
Architecture
Advise | Implement | Manage
Reviews industrial and consumer product
codes and delivers secure development
practices to enhance clients’ capabilities in
implementing next-generation connected
products. We help organizations undertake
readiness assessments, align their IoT
security vision with their overall mission
and vision statements, build IoT roadmaps
and adapt traditional governance models
to new IoT developments.

Key differentiators
•• We offer secure, end-to-end
solution-transformation
capabilities, from vision alignment
to the design of secure products.

Cloud Security
Advise | Implement | Manage
Evaluates client requirements, assesses
cloud usage, builds the business case and
cloud roadmaps and assists with cloud
vendor evaluation.
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Application
Protection
Challenges

Key solutions

Applications form a major part of every IT
landscape. Ensuring they are protected
requires secure design, implementation
and configuration. Testing of the protection
requires robust processes, dedicated
resources and a skilled team.

Enterprise Application Security
Advise | Implement | Manage
Assesses the current state of an
organization’s applications and the security
controls on the application layers for
enterprise systems.

Many organizations find setting up such
processes and acquiring and maintaining
the required skills and knowledge to be a
major challenge.

Source Code Review
Implement | Manage
Evaluates client requirements, assesses
cloud usage, builds the business case and
cloud roadmaps and assists with cloud
vendor evaluation.

How we can help
Deloitte software security specialists assist
organizations to assess thoroughly the
protection level of applications.
With specialized knowledge of a large
number of specific applications and secure
development methods, Deloitte helps
with secure design, development and
configuration of applications.

Secure by Design: Secure SDLC
Advise | Implement
Assesses an organization’s software
development life cycle (SDLC) to establish
if security is appropriately incorporated. In
addition, we help organizations to embed
Secure by Design principles and controls.

Key differentiators
•• We leverage static application
security testing technology which
enables the client to be one
step ahead, with forty percent
portfolio coverage versus five
percent portfolio coverage using
the traditional approach.
•• We help organizations to raise
their situational risk awareness
and actionable remediation
insights, empowering them to
regulate application portfolios
effectively.
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Information
Privacy
Challenges

Key solutions

Organizations need to be able to use,
analyze and share their data while ensuring
compliance with invasive regulatory
control and customer/employee privacy
expectations.

Privacy/GDPR Maturity Assessments
and Roadmap
Advise | Implement
Assesses and identifies the current state
of an organization’s GDPR readiness.
This includes a prioritized and risk-based
roadmap that clearly identifies actionable
mitigating measures and short-term fixes.

Ever-greater reliance on effective data use,
combined with increased regulation and
control requirements, such as General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
puts significant operational pressure on
organizations.
This requires bringing a holistic and
integrated data privacy approach to
an environment that is often highly
segmented.

How we can help
With an excellent track record in turning
privacy-related challenges into tested,
modular and pragmatic solutions, Deloitte
is dedicated to supporting organizations in
navigating privacy risk
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Privacy/GDPR Strategy and
Transformation Program
Advise | Implement
Builds a holistic and tailored
transformation program in close
partnership with organizations. We help
organizations to incorporate fit for purpose
privacy solutions in their DNA.
Privacy by Design/Managed Services
(e.g. Data Protection Officer as a
Service)
Advise | Implement | Manage
Provides hands-on, technology-enabled
services and controls, using best
practices, an extensive toolkit including
privacy impact assessments, GDPR/Data
Protection Officer (DPO) helpdesk, GDPR
stress testing, data inventory and data
mapping.

International Data Transfer Strategy
and Implementation
Advise | Implement
Assesses and builds a contractual,
regulatory and operational framework
for international data transfers. Includes
guidance from start to finish related to,
Binding Corporate Rules (BCR) applications
and implementation, allowing the effective
sharing of personal data across borders.
Privacy/GDPR training and Awareness
Implement
Offers tailored GDPR awareness and
training, on-site or via e-learning/classroom
formats, using, for example, the Deloitte
Cyber Academy, and covering both GDPR
compliance and its operational/technical
implications.

Key differentiators
•• Our highly integrated
international team has in-depth
and tested GDPR experience and
ensures tailored data privacy/
GDPR solutions
•• Deloitte methodology is holistic
and hands-on, integrating
privacy tools and in-depth data
protection knowledge.

Information
Protection
Challenges

Key solutions

Organizations are expected to keep
personal and corporate data confidential,
yet data breaches still occur. These can
result in financial loss, regulatory sanction
and reputational damage.

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
Advise | Implement | Manage
Assists in identification, monitoring and
protection of data in motion, at rest, in use
and in the cloud.

Common challenges are identifying
organization’s business critical information
and ensuring it is adequately protected
in a world where the quick exchange of
information is integral to business success.

People Risk
Advise
Enables improved security awareness
and culture, and understanding of insider
threats focused on protecting sensitive
data.

How we can help

Cryptography
Advise | Implement
Allows business integration and
implementation of enterprise key
management, rights management and
encryption solutions.

We offer organizations access to market
leading technical, business and operational
expertise to help them make informed
decisions about their data.
Deloitte solutions cover the broad
challenge of information protection,
including risks arising from people and
processes, as well as from technology.

Data Governance
Advise | Implement
Enables monitoring of access activity and
improved visibility of risks to stored data
across the business.
Information Classification
Advise | Implement
Helps with integration and implementation
of classification technology and programs.

Key differentiators
•• Global alliances, such as with
Symantec and IBM, enable us to
offer end-to-end solutions with
deep technical expertise.
•• Team of experts across EMEA
who are technically certified
and experienced in complex
programs
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Contacts

Lajos Antal
Cyber Risk services leader
Deloitte Central Europe
lantal@deloittece.com
+36 20 981 5304
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Andrei Ionescu
Partner
Management Consulting and
Risk Advisory, Romania &
Moldova
aionescu@deloittece.com
+40 728 328 315

Kiril Traykov
Director Risk Advisory
Deloitte Bulgaria
ktraykov@deloittece.com
+359 899 990 466
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